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1. Introduction and notation 
It will be convenient in all that follows to adopt the convention that 
the symbol “K” with a (possibly empty) set of subscripts denotes a non- 
negative real constant which depends only on its subscripts, and which can 
change in value from one occurrence to another. The Fourier transform 
f^ of a function f E ,G1 (R) will be given by .r(y(y, E JR f(t)e-2T;ifrj&. 
The Hardy-Littlewood maximal function Mg of a measurable function y 
defined on R will be expressed by 
(Mg)(z) = sup & 1, Ig(t)ldt, for all x E R, 
where the supremum is extended over all compact intervals Q containing 
z whose length ]&I is positive. A measurable function w : R + [0, co] 
such that 0 < w < cc a.e. will be called a weight function on R. 
For 1 < p < 00, we shall denote by A,(R) the class of weight 
functions satisfying the A,, condition of MUCKENHOUPT [ 131, which we 
state separately for 1 < p < cz and for p = 1 in the following two 
definitions. 
DEFINITION. - Suppose that 1 < p < 00. A weight function w on R 
belongs to the class A,(R) provided that there is a real number C > 0 
(called an A,(R) weight constant for w) such that 
for all compact intervals Q of positive length. , 
DEFINITION. - A weight function w on R belongs to the class At(R) 
provided that there is a real number C 2 0 (called an A1 (R) weight 
constant for w) such that w and C satisfy either of the following two 
equivalent conditions: 
(i) Mu 5 Cw a.e. on R; 
(ii) for each compact interval Q of positive length, L . 
J I&I Q 
w(t)&< &J(z), 
for almost all x E Q. 
For background information concerning the properties of Ap weights and 
their celebrated relationships to the classical operators of Fourier analysis, 
we refer the reader to [6] and [15], Chapter V. Notice that if 1 5 p < 00 
and w E A,(R), then any A,(R) weight constant for w must be at least 1. 
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In this setting, the Lebesgue space U’(R, w(t)&) will be symbolized in 
abbreviated form by P(w), and it is well-known that the Schwartz class 
S(R) is a subset of LP(w). Moreover, the class CT(R) consisting of the 
infinitely differentiable functions on R having compact support is dense 
in P(w). The focus of our considerations will be the class M,.,(R) 
consisting of the multipliers for U’(w), when 1 < p < 00 and w E A,,(R). 
By definition, a multiplier for D’(w) is a function 4 E L”(R) such 
that the mapping f + (47)“) defined initially on S(R), extends to a 
bounded linear transformation St’U’ of U’(w) into LP (w). In this case 
we write /k%&,,,(R) = I@!?“) 11. The functions belonging to &rr,12(R) 
(identified modulo equality a.e.) clearly form a normed linear space under 
pointwise operations and the norm 11 . Ilnl,,,( R). In 52 we examine the 
basic properties of Ml,,,(R), and show that with pointwise multiplication 
N1;,., (R) becomes a Banach algebra under ]I . IlljIP,,(R). In the special 
case when w E 1, Mp.ti(R) coincides with the usual class of Fourier 
multipliers for Lp (R), which will be written M!,(R). 
The central theme of our investigations will be the interplay between 
the notion of q-variation of functions and the theory of multipliers for 
weighted Lebesgue spaces. Suppose henceforth that 1 5 q < cc. Given 
a compact interval J c R and a function 4 : J -+ C, the q-variation 
of 4 over J (written varl(tiqJ)) is the supremum of the expressions 
{Cz=r In - 4(~1;-r)l } , where (zn,zr,. . . ,:rIL) runs through all 
partitions of J. Let ,7 be the class consisting of the dyadic intervals of R: 
2 = {([a”,a”+l] : k E Z} u {[-2”+1> -a”] : k E Z}. 
We shall denote by !Ul,(R)the algebra (under pointwise operations) 
consisting of the bounded functions 4 : R + C such that 
SUPL~~~ var,(hL) < 00. It is easy to see that m,(R) is a unital 
Banach algebra under the norm I( . I]m,HcR, specified by 
bi&-JJlm,(R) = s”ptcR k#+>l + s”pL~J var,(@, L). 
The unweighted model for our results is the following recent generalization 
of the classical Marcinkiewicz Multiplier Theorem to 9&(R) [4, ThCo- 
r&me 11 (see [16] for the corresponding unweighted generalization in 
n-dimensions). 
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1.1. THEOREM. - If 1 < (I < 00, 1 < p < c~ 1(1/p) - (l/2)/ < l/y, 
and 4 E !JX,(R), then d, E Ml,(R) and 
In $3 we show that Theorem (1.1) has the following counterpart for 
weighted spaces. 
1.2. THEOREM. - Suppose that 2 < p < x, and w E A,,I~(R), 
with an App(R) weight constant C. Then there is a real number s, 
depending only on p and C, such that s > 2, 1(1/p) - (l/2)] < l/s, 
and m,(R) C Mp,,(R), for 1 < q < s. Moreover, [f 1 < q < s, and 
4 E m,(R), then 
The weighted version of the Marcinkiewicz Multiplier Theorem, due 
to D. S. KURTZ ([12] Theorem 2), asserts that if 1 < p < co and 
w E A,(R), then !?Jll(R) C_ M&!(R). Theorem (1.2) clearly constitutes 
an expansion of this weighted result in the direction of ?JX,(R), since 
!%I CR) c m,,(R) w h enever 1 < 41 5 q2. The reasoning in [4] and [ 161 
leading to the unweighted result expressed by Theorem (1.1) uses Al(R) 
weights in a transitory role, establishing in the process the inclusion 
m,(R) C Ma,(R) f or w E Al(R), and this will serve as the starting 
point for our proof of Theorem (1.2) presented in $3. Consequently 
both the unweighted and the weighted versions of RUBIO de FRANCIAY 
Littlewood-Paley inequality for arbitrary intervals ([5] Theorems 1.2 and 
6.1). will tacitly play a crucial structural role in the proof of Theorem 
(1.2). One pleasant by-product of Theorem (1.2) is an interplay between 
weighted norm inequalities and Brownian motion (see (3.25)-(i) below). 
In $4 we develop some transference machinery which converts elements 
of Mp,+,(R) whose support is a subset of [-l/2, l/2] into multipliers 
for the sequence space lr’(~), where 1 < p < 30, and w and ‘w are 
appropriately related A, weights for R and Z, respectively. In $5 this 
transference method is used to established the analogue of Theorem (1.2) 
for lp(w) and i&(T), where 2 5 p < co, and w E A,,iz(Z) (see 
Theorem (5.1)). 
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2. The algebra of multipliers in the weighted setting 
In this section we describe the basic structural features of the space 
MI,,+,(R), where 1 < p < cc, and w E A,(R). Analogous results hold 
for multipliers in the setting of P(w), and in order to treat both these 
situations simultaneously, we begin with the relevant definitions for the 
discrete setting. A sequence of positive real numbers w 5 {wl;}~=-, 
will be called a weight sequence. The Hardy-Littlewood maximal function 
Mob of a sequence b : Z + C is defined on Z by writing, for each k E Z, 
P’4+)W = SUP M-~+l~,bj,:L~Z,MEZ,L<kcM 
j=L 
The discrete form of the AI, condition is expressed by the following two 
definitions ([9], $8). 
DEFINITION. - Suppose that 1 < p < ec. A weight sequence 
w = {wk}pmK, belongs to the class A,,(Z) provided that there is a 
real number C > 0 (called an A,,(Z) weight constant for w) such that 
( 
1 ,!I 
M-L+lI=LWk = )i 
M -‘L + 1 g(wk)-‘/(‘)-“)l)-l 5 c, 
whenerver L E Z, M E Z, and L <_ M. 
DEFINITION. - A weight sequence w belongs to the class A1 (Z) provided 
that there is a real number C 2 0 (called an Al(Z) weight constantfor w) 
such that w and C satisfy either of the following two equivalent conditions: 
(i) (Mob)(k) 5 Cw(k), for all k E Z; 
1 
,vi 
(ii) c M-L+ljzL 
wj 5 C L~~llw~, whenever L E Z, M E Z, and 
- -1 
L 5 M. 
For 1 < p < 00 and w E Ap(Z), we shall denote by P(w) the 
corresponding Banach space consisting of all complex-valued sequences 
z = {Q.}~=-, such that 
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We say that li/ E L” (T) is a multiplier for P(~u) provided that: 
(i) for each x E !I’(:,) and each j E Z, the series 
($J” * x)(j) = c $“(,j - k)zk converges absolutely, and 
xx-rx 
(I’.“‘) . (ii) the mapping S,,, . z E P(w) I-+ 7)” * z is a bounded linear 
mapping of P(u)) into P(?u). 
Straightforward reasoning shows that the class ik$.,, (T) consisting 
of the multipliers for P(U)) (identified modulo equality a.e. on T) is 
an algebra under pointwise operations on T, and that the mapping 
ti E ~lwl(T) - SL, (“““) is an algebra isomorphism of A&,,,(T) into 
the bounded linear mappings of P(Tu) into itself. Hence nil;.,,.(T) is 
a normed algebra under the norm I($J/~J~,,,(~) = l~S~t’“;‘jl. In order to 
obtain the analogous result for AJr,+,(R), it is convenient to make the 
following observation. 
2.1. SCHOLIUM. - Suppose that 1 < p < 30, and w E A,(R) If 
1 5 7‘ < cc, $ E MI),,(R) nM,.(T), and f E V’(W) nL1’(R), then 
@“)f = T(“)f, ,,,here ‘$“’ 
c$respondin; to 4. 
denotes the multiplier transform on L”(R) 
Proof. - Choose a sequence {fn }T=r C S(R) such that 
llfn - fllLP(d) -+ 0 and 1l.b - fib(R) -+ (4 
and use the fact that S~‘“‘f,, = Tr’P,,, for each rl. 0 
2.2. COROLLARY. - Suppose that 1 < y < 00, and w E A,(R). If4 E 
~TJ~,~(R), II, E AJn,,(R), and g E S(R), then Sf.“‘S$?“‘g = (&.,!@)“. 
Proof. - Put f = Sf’“‘s = ($j)“, and apply Scholium (2.1) for T = 2 
to syf. 0 
It is now clear that if 1 < p < 00, and w E A,(R), then D&,,(R) is a 
normed algebra under pointwise operations on R and the norm 1) . Ijn~P,, (R). 
Moreover, the mapping 4 E MY+(R) H 5’~‘“’ is an isomorphism of the 
algebra k’&,(R) into the algebra of bounded linear operators mapping 
P(w) into P(w). 
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We are indebted to Jean BOURCAIN for communicating to us the proof 
of the next result, which shows that the multipliers for LP(w) enjoy more 
sophisticated parallels with the Fourier multipliers for U’(R). The proof 
will make direct use of CARLESON-HUNT. 
2.3. THEOREM. - Suppose that 1 < p < cm, and w E A,(R), with an 
A,,(R) weight constant C. Then 
h%(R) 5 K,~.Ck%~p,,(R)~ for all 4 E ~,.OV 
Proof. - Let 4 E Ml,.,(R). Temporarily fix an arbitrary compact 
interval 1, and denote the characteristic function of I by ~1. Put 
41 = 4x1 E Lm(R) fl L”(R). It follows from the boundedness properties 
of the Hilbert transform on W’(w) that lJx~](~~~~,,tR) 5 K,,.c, and 
consequently 
(2.4 bh~~.~I,,,(R) 5 K,~.C~~~hp,,(R)~ 
The transplanted Carleson-Hunt Theorem [ Ill, when applied to L2 (R), 
shows that 
for almost all A E R. 
Fix an arbitrary A E I which satisfies (2.5). Given E > 0, choose ~1 > 0 
so that 
For arbitrary r such that r > rr , define fT E U’(w) by writing 
,f&.) e px., x[-~.~~(x). For each z E R we have 
(2.7) (q#)“(x) = (fT * (~r)V)(x) = e2niX.r 
s 
--.‘+’ e2KtX71&(U)dU. 
-r--i 
If 1x1 5 7 - 71, then II: + 7 > rr , and --z + r > ~1. Consequently we 
infer from (2.6) and (2.7) that 
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Taking account of Scholium (2.1) (for T = 2), we can rewrite this inequality 
in the form: 
I($4f&.) _ (piX.r 
01 duw < ET for j:c] _< 7 - 7-l. 
Using this to integrate over the interval [-r + ~1: r - rr] with respect 
to w(s)dx, we get 
‘T--T1 l/l’ 
lE {.I 
w(:c)d:r 
--T+r1 1 
It follows with the aid of Minkowski’s Inequality for the measure w(z)& 
and (2.4) that 
So it has been established that for r > 71, 
(2.8) 
The A, condition (161 Theorem IV.2.9) applied to w shows that the ratio 
in braces on the right of (2.8) approches 1 as r + cc, and consequently 
we have 
Ib(x)l 5 E + K,.Cll~ll~r,,,(R). 
Letting E --+ 0 in this inequality, we find that 
Id)(x)1 5 ~~~.cb#h~,,,(R)~ for almost au x E I. 
Since 1 is an arbitrary compact interval, the desired conclusion is now 
evident. 0 
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Elementary reasoning provides the following corollary. 
2.9. COROLLARY. - Suppose that 1 < p < GO, and w E A,,(R). Then 
Mp.,(R) is a unital Banach algebra under pointwise operations and the 
lzorm 11 . h,,,(R). 
Entirely similar considerations give corresponding results for M,,,,,(T). 
Since n/l,.,,!(T) & L%(T) C_ L2(T), a counterpart for the function 41 
used in the proof of Theorem (2.3) is not needed here, and hence the 
inequality for hil,,,,(T) corresponding to that of Theorem (2.3) has no 
constant factor in the majorant. 
2.10. THEOREM. - Suppose that 1 < p < co, and w E A,,(Z). Then 
(2.11) b/h(T) 5 hh,,,(T)~ for a11 ‘4 E nn,~d~). 
Consequently MI,,,% (T) is a unital Banach algebra under pointwise 
operations and the norm 11 . Ill~r,,,cT,. 
We close this section with a few remarks about the relationship between 
duality and multipliers in the weighted setting. Suppose that 1 < p < cc, 
and w E A,,(R). Let p’ be the index conjugate to p, and define ~7 E A,,! (R) 
by writing c = ~-1~~11’. It is well-known and easy to see that the mapping 
f E LQ) H w-lf is a linear isometry of U)’ (0) onto U” (w) . This fact 
has the following formulation in terms of duality. 
2.12. SCHOLIUM. - Zf 1 < p < 00, w E A,,(R), and (T E w-l”lJ’, then 
there is a linear isometry (2 of L”’ (g) onto the dual space of U’(w). For 
all f E U”(a) and all y E U’(w), 
(2.13) 
Scholium (2.12) will be useful for the multiplier transference developed 
in $4, but it is also clear that (2.13) can be combined with Plancherel’s 
Theorem to provide other interesting features of multiplier theory 
in the weighted setting. For instance, Scholium (2.12) immediately 
implies that if 4 E La(R), then 4 belongs to Ml,,+(R) if and only 
if its complex conjugate $ belongs to MPf.O (R), and in this case 
b%~,,,(R) = ~~cbhl,~,,(R)~ Similar duality considerations generalize the 
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usual regularization of Fourier multipliers to the weighted setting. This 
generalization has the following form. 
2.14. PROPOSITION. - Suppose that 1 < p < 30, w E A,,(R), 
4 E MP,, (R) and k E L1 (R). Then the convolution k: * q5 belongs to 
n/l,,.,(R) and 
In establishing Theorem (1.2), it will be technically convenient to employ 
the following tool for dealing with multipliers in the weighted setting. By 
using Scholium (2.12), Plancherel’s Theorem, and Theorem (2.3), a proof 
is readily constructed in analogy with the corresponding unweighted proof. 
2.15. PROPOSITION. - Suppose that 1 < p < 00, w E A,,(R), and 
{&>~1 C ~l~,~l(R), sUpTIEN /I@~,JI.~~,,,(R) < m. If d, is a complex- 
valued function on R such that 4,, + C/I a.e. on R, as n -+ oc, then 
4 E n/lu.ij(R), and 
3. The demonstration of Theorem (1.2) 
Suppose that 1 5 4 < 00. We shall require some auxiliary function 
classes related to the space 9.X,(R). For a compact interval J = [a, 131 2 R, 
we denote by Vq(J) the class of all functions 4 : J -+ C such that 
varq(4, J) < 00. It is straightforward to see that V,(J) is a unital Banach 
algebra under pointwise operations and the norm 1) . ]lr,;( ,J) given by 
Ild41;(.7) = whE.7 M~)I + var4(h 4. 
For convenience, we list here some elementary facts concerning V,(J) 
which will be used without explicit mention. Let 11, be any complex- 
valued function on J = [a, b], and observe that if 1 5 T _< q, then 
v,(J) G V,(J), since varq(li/, J) 5 var,($, J). If o, < c < b, then we 
have with the aid of Minkowski’s Ineqality: 
vard4, [a; bl) 5 vq($, [a, c]) + var,,($,, [cb]); 
(var&+, [a, 4))” + (vard$, [c, bl)Jq F (-q(ti, [a, b]))y. 
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If 4 E Vq([a,b]), then lim,,, + q!(x) exists for each y E [u,b), 
lim,,,- $(x) exists for each y E (a, b], and the set of discontinuities 
of 4 in J is countable. 
Similar statements hold if we replace the compact interval J by R. For 
a function II, : R + C, put var,($, R) = SU~-,<,<~<~ var4($, [a, b]), 
and let the class V,(R) consist of all functions $ such that vary ($, R) < 
CO. Then V,(R) is a unital Banach algebra under pointwise operations 
and the norm ]I . Ill;(R)given by 
iifh;(R) = SUP,~R If(d + varq(f> RI. 
As we shall see, a number of claims regarding V,(R) can be 
demonstrated by utilizing the function class ?&, 1 5 s < co, consisting of 
all f : R -+ C such that f can be written in the form f = Ck Xkxk, where 
{X,+}I;L~ C C, Ck ]Xk]’ 5 1, and {Xk},+lr is a sequence of characteristic 
functions on R corresponding to a sequence of disjoint intervals. As in [4], 
for the convexification of results obtained with %, it will be convenient 
to employ the space R,5 consisting of all functions m : R --t C such that 
(3.1) m = c wkfk, 
With pointwise operations, R,$ is a unital Banach algebra under the norm 
I] .I IR,, where ( Irnl IR, is defined to be the infinimum of the sums & ICQ I 
corresponding to all representations of m in (3.1). 
With 1 5 s < cc, elementary considerations show that: 
(3.2) m E K(R), and Ilml(VJR) I K,qllmllR,, for eachm E R,\. 
The close relationship between V,(R) and R,s is further cemented by 
the following result, which serves as a substitute for the reverse of the 
inclusion described in (3.2). 
3.3. LEMMA ([4], Lemme 2). - If 1 5 4 < s < CO, and g E V,(R), 
then g E R.,s, and 
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Throughout all that follows, we shall denote by XE the characteristic 
function, defined on R, of a subset E of R. The first step in the proof of 
Theorem (1.2) is the following special case thereof. 
3.4. THEOREM. - Suppose that 2 5 p < x, and w E A,,,,(R) with an 
A,,,z(R) weight constant C. Then 9X,(R) 5 ML,.,(R), and 
~~~~i:1,,,(R) 5 K,dh%Jln,(R)~ .fo7' d2 4 E mdR). 
Proof. - We are indebted to the referee for suggesting the elegant proof 
by extrapolation used here. Suppose that 4 E %Jlz (R). As indicated in 0 I, 
the reasoning in [4] and [ 161 shows that if wr E Al (R) with an A1 (R) 
weight constant Cl, then 
(3.5) I1411.Z12.,, (R) 2 KC,th%ln,(R)~ 
So the desired conclusions are already known in the case p = 2, and we 
shall assume that 2 < p < 00. Put 7’ = p/2, and let Q~ E A,.!(R) be the 
weight function specified by gl. = w-“‘I’.. Suppose next that f E S(R). 
For an arbitrary compact interval I, we see with the aid of Scholium (2.12) 
that (in the notation for multiplier transforms of Scholium (2.1)): 
where II4L’qo”., = 1, ZL 2 0. Now let ( > 0 be the strong type (r’T r’) 
norm of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator M on L”’ (a,,). By [ 131 
(Theorem 2, §4), C 5 K,,.c < 30. Now we define ‘u > 0 on R by 
writing v z c,“=O(2<)-jMJ (u). Clearly the series on the right converges 
absolutely in the norm of L”‘(a,.), and so I]II]]~,.J(~~) I 2. Moreover, 
u 5 v, and M(v) 5 2<v < K,,.c %r a.e. on R. Consequently II E Al(R) 
with an Al(R) weight constant Cr depending only on p and C. Using 
(3.6), and then applying (3.5) to (h and v, we see that 
An application of Scholium (2.12) (for L”(w)) to the integral on the right 
of (3.7) gives 
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Since the compact interval 1 is arbitrary, the desired conclusions are now 
obvious. 0 
We shall continue with the notation employed in the statement of 
(2.1). The proof of Theorem (1.2) will be carried forward by complex 
interpolation based on Theorems (1.1) and (3.4). The multilinear 
interpolation theorem in [2] (Theorem 4.4.1) provides an efficient vehicle 
for this purpose. However, in order to make the discussion more self- 
contained, we shall follow a somewhat lengthier, but more elementary, 
interpolation procedure, which is set up by the next result. 
3.8. LEMMA. - Suppose that 1 < po 5 2 < pl < 00, and WI E AP1iz(R) 
with an A,,l,,(R) weight constant C. Suppose further that 1 5 sg < oc, 
and j(l/po) - (l/2)1 < l/so. Let A4 E N, N E N, and assume 
that {Ik}iil is a sequence of distinct dyadic intervals of R. For 
A’ l F k: ~ ~, let {Ij,k}j=l b e a sequence of disjoint subintervals of IA., 
and let Xk G {Xj,~~}~~1 be a sequence of complex numbers. Then 
there are constants cy1 = al (pl, C), depending only on pl and C, and 
CLO = no(po. so). depending only on po and so, such that: 
for all f E L”’ (R) ? 
and 
nr N 
C3.10) C C Aj,!iTt:,i, f 
k=l j=l 
Do(R) 
5 ~dpo~sd~l~a<rf IIXkllTS,OI(lflIL~o(R), 
for all f E LI’“(R). 
Proof. - In view of (3.2), the assertion in (3.9) is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem (3.4), and the assertion in (3.10) follows from 
the result in [4] quoted in Theorem (1 .l) above. 0 
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For the interpolation properties of ill,(R) weights. see [ 151 (V.6.l(a)). 
3.11. THEOREM. - Suppose that 1 < p(j < 2 < p < yl < x. Let 
t E (0,l) with 1 = 1-t + f. Let so E 
l/so. Put s1 =! 2, a:: let :be given by 
(2,x) with 1(1/p”) - (l/2)] < 
1 1-t t 1-t 
s -so+;=- so 
+;. 
(It follows easily that, in particular, s > 2 and 1(1/p) - (l/2] < l/s.) 
Suppose that WI E A,,l,z(R) with an A,,,I~(R) weight constant C. Let 
to E A,,(R) be dejned by ro F w1 tp’l”. Then, under the hypotheses of 
Lemma (3.8) on M, N, {Ik}ifl, and I,.,.. X,,k(l L k < M, 1 5 .j 5 N), 
we have, in the notation qf Lemma (3.8), 
Proof. - We can suppose that for 1 5 k 5 M, 1 1. j < N, XJ,k # 0. 
Put x,,I; = ]X;.k]~j,k, where ]Tj,k] = 1. Let f : R -+ C be a step function 
(that is, f belongs to the linear span of the characteristic functions of the 
bounded intervals). Notice that if 0 5 z < 1, and J is any compact interval, 
then wr -“./1’1 E J&(J). H ence for any complex number z belonging to 
the closed strip 0 5 R(z) 5 1, the function w1 -““‘f belongs to U’;(R), 
and we can define U(z)f by writing 
If X(z) = 0, then we can apply (3.10) to infer that 
(3.13) iIU(z)fllLpo(R) 5 (yO(l)O:sO)~~~~~,f IIXhll;~‘lllfllLPo(R). 
-- 
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If X(z) = 1, we can use Scholium (2.1) to deduce from (3.9) that 
In view of (3.13) and (3.14) a complex interpolation theorem of 
E. M. STEIN ([14] p. 69-70) when applied to step functions and Lebesgue 
measure on R, shows that 
This can be written as 
J f x 
(3.15) C C Xj,~S!p,~~,“‘(W;*‘“‘f) 
k=l j=l Lp(r0) 
i [W(PO, ~o>ll-‘[~l(PI, “)I”[,~~~, Il~~III~lII~;f’P1fllcP~r~,. _ -: 
Since {wl --t”‘1 f : f is a step function on R} is dense in u) (to), the 
desired conclusion in (3.12) is immediate from (3.15). 0 
3.16. COROLLARY. - Suppose that 2 5 p < 00, and w E A,,,(R) 
with an Ap,2(R) weight constant C. Let M E N, N E N, and 
supposethat {Ik)iL1 is a sequence of distinct dyadic intervals of R. 
For 1 5 k 5 M, let {Ij,k}$l be a sequence of disjoint subintervals 
of lk,, and let XI; z {Xj,~}~Yl be a sequence of complex numbers. Then 
there is a real constant s, depending only on p and C, such that s > 2, 
IO/P) - (WI < l/s, and 
foT all f E Lp(w) 
Proof. - Choose constants SO > 0 and B, each depending only on p 
and C, such that wr G w’+’ 0 E APiz(R) with B as an Ap,2(R) weight 
constant. Pick y in (0, So) so that pa = (So - r)ps,r satisfies 1 < pa < 2. 
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Let t E (0,l) be expressed by t = (1 + y)( 1 + 60)~~. Define yl by 
writing pl = pt(1 + 60) = ~(1 + 7). Notice that we have pl > ~1 2 2, 
and hence, in particular, w1 E A1,1/2 (R) with B as an Al,l/z, (R) weight 
constant. Moreover, each of y, pa, t and pl depends only on p and C. 
Easy calculations show that 
1 1-t t -- 
P --+2 PO 
NIPI _ and that w1 - w. An application of Theorem (3.11) completes the 
proof. q 
3.17. LEMMA. - Suppose that 2 < p < x0, and w E A,iz (R) with an 
ATliz weight constant C. Let s be the constant depending only on p 
and C described in Corollary (3.16). If m : R + C has the property 
that rnXI E !& for every dyadic interval I of R, then m E klr)+~(R), 
and Ibhp ,(R) 5 K,>c. 
Proof. - bbviously m E Lm (R). Let {Ik}rX1 be an enumeration of 
the dyadic intervals of R, and for k E N, let rnk = mxIk. We can assume 
without loss of generality that 
3c 
where {lj,l;}lFz, is a sequence of disjoint subintervals of 1k, and 
{Xj,k}~l C c~ with C,“=, IXj,kl” 5 1. For a given k E N, and J E N, 
L E N, J < L, we infer from Corollary (3.16) (in the special case of 
one dyadic interval) that 
It follows by Corollary (2.9) and Theorem (2.3) that m,+ E AJP.,(R) and Y 
c Xj,XXI,., - nlk -+ 0, asN-+oo. 
j=l 
%w(R) 
A further application of Corollary (3.16) gives, for M E N, N E N, 
(3.18) 
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Letting N + 00 in (3.18), we find that 
(3.19) I Kp.c, forallM E N. 
&v(R) 
Since, as M + 00, xk:, ml; + m almost everywhere on R, we can 
readily complete the proof by invoking Proposition (2.15). 0 
We now convexify the result in Lemma (3.17). 
3.20. THEOREM. - Suppose that 2 < p < 00, and w E A,i2(R) with an 
A,iz(R) weight constant C. Let s be the constant depending only on p 
and C described in Corollary (3.16) and let 3 denote the class consisting 
of all the dyadic interval of R. Suppose that m : R --+ C has the property 
that rnxI E R,$ for every I E ,7 and that 
(3.21) 
Then m E Mp,uW)T and iimhp,,(R) I +$.c. 
Proof. - Let {1h}y& be an enumeration of 3, and let 1; denote the 
interior of 1k. Since 11 . (IR, is a Banach algebra norm, it is readily seen 
that II X,J I\R, = 1, for every non-empty interval J. Consequently we can 
shall assume without loss of generality that m vanishes on R\ UpE1 1:. 
For each k E N, put ml; = m,,n . 
Let 6 E R, with S > T. Notice that with the aid of (3.21) we can 
write pointwise on R, 
lx 
(3.22) rnk = c Pj.kmj.k, 
j=l 
where c,“=r IPj,kI < 6, and for each j E N, mj,l; E gs, mj,k = mj.kXI;. 
It follows from Lemma (3.17) that the series on the right of (3.22) 
converges absolutely in MP,w(R), and hence converges to rnk in the norm 
topology of M,,,(R). If we show that 
AI N 
(3.23) c c oj,kmj,k I ~K,.c, for all M E N, N E N, 
I;=1 j=l &x,,(R) 
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then we could let N -+ x, and thereafter let S --f T+, to infer 
that c;il mk 
/I I/ 
5 rK,,,c. Letting JZ/I + cx) while invoking 
Proposition (2.15/%~$! then complete the proof of Theorem (3.20). So 
our attention will now be devoted to establishing (3.23). 
Fix M E N, N E N and let X be the Banach space e$(eX). Thus, 
X is the direct sum of M copies of &, and for each y = {yk}iLl E X, 
llrllx = lFky& IhkIIC:,. In this notation, each of the coordinates yr; will -- 
be expressed as an element of !i: by writing ok = {rj,l;}TL1. Consider 
the linear mapping 0 : X + M,.,(R) specified by 
Let E be the set of extreme points of the unit ball of ZF. It is elementary 
that & consists of the points CL E X such that for 1 5 k 5 M, there 
is j, E {1,2,... , N} satisfying (aj,.kl = 1, and Qj,k = 0, for j # .jk.. 
Moreover, there is Q E E such that 
(3.24) 
‘II 
c aj.kmjk.k 
x-=1 
An application of Lemma (3.17) to the expression on the right of (3.24) 
shows that 
Il@(~h&,,,(R) 5 %C: for ally E X such that I(yIJx < 1. 
Specializing this to y = { {6-1/3j.~}$~~}~~l gives (3.23). 0 
Theorem (1.2) is an immediate consequence of Theorem (3.20) and 
Lemma (3.3). 
3.25. Some Examples. - We mention here some applications of Theorem 
(1.2) to continuous, nowhere differentiable functions. Let p, w, C and s 
be as in the statement of Theorem (1.2). 
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(i) A well-known result of P. LBVY concerning uniform continuity 
properties of Brownian motion (see, e.g., [8] Theorem 2.6, p.-61) shows 
that almost all Brownian sample paths t E [0, l] I-+ B(t, Q) belong 
to no<o<l~z Lip,@& 11>, and hence to n2<g<x V,([O, 11). For such a 
Brownian sample path, let E$, : R -+ C be defined by R;(t) = B(t,q), 
if t E [O,l], and Bi = 0, if t E R\[O, 11. It follows from Theorem 
(1.2) that for such a Brownian sample path, the corresponding function 
@ belongs to Mp.iJ(R), and, for 2 < q < s, satisfies the estimate 
I/&,,:,.(R) 5 ~.~.,~,.cll~(~~rl)llv,([o,l])~~ 
(ii) For 1 < b < 00 and 0 < y < 1, consider the Weierstrass-type 
continuous, nowhere differentiable function fb,? : R -+ R treated in [7] 
(Theorem 1.3 1, p. 3031: 
&,(x) = E b-ny cos(b%x), for all z E R. 
u=o 
By [7] (1.33, p. 303), fb,+, E Lip,(R). Hence for each compact interval J, 
fb,?x~ E VI,,(R). If we choose y so that s-r < y < 1, then by taking 
q in Theorem (1.2) to be y-r, we see that fb.) XJ E Mp,,(R), for every 
compact interval J. 
4. Multiplier transference in weighted settings 
Suppose that 1 < p < cc and w E Ap(Z) with an Ap(Z) weight constant 
C. Let W be the continuous weight function on R corresponding to w 
in accordance with the construction in [9] p. 250: W = wh: on the interval 
[k-(1/4), ~+(1/4)1, f or each k E Z, and W is linear between the intervals 
[Ic - (l/4), k + (l/4)], k E Z. In particular, W E A,(R) with an A,(R) 
weight constant CK,. Our basic goal in this section will be to show that 
if 1 < p < co, \T, E Mp,w (R), and the support of \Ir is a subset of the 
closed interval [-l/2,1/2], then the restriction of @ to [-l/2,1/2) can 
be regarded as an element of Mp,,(T). Such results take their cue from 
analogous unweighted results in [l] Theorem 1 and [lo] Theorem (2.3). 
We begin with a pair of lemmas which use smoothing functions to relate 
appropriate discrete and continuous variable weighted norms. 
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4.1. LEMMA. - Suppose that 1 < p < 00, and ‘UI E A,,(Z) with an A,(Z) 
weight constant C. Let W E A,,(Z) b e related to mu as described above. 
Let q!~ E S(R) have the following properties: 
(i) 0 5 & 2 1; 
(ii) the support of 4 is a subs< of the closed inter-v@ [-l/2, l/2]; 
(iii) for some p E (OLl/2), f$ = 1 on [-p,p], 4 is increasing on 
[-1/2,-p], and 4 is decreasing on [p, l/2]. Let a : Z + C 
be jinitely supported, and dejne f E S(R) by putting f(x) = 
C,“=-, ajd(z - j), for ~11 z E R. Then 
IlfllL~(w) i f$.Cll&P(w)~ 
Proof. -Noticefirstthatforeachm E Z,andz E [m-(1/2),m+(1/2)], 
we have 
W(X) 2 W~I-1 + Wm + Wn+l. 
It follows readily from the Ap(Z) condition that w,-l 5 2PCw,, and 
wm+l 5 2PCw7,,. Hence 
(44 W(x) 5 wm&,c, forallmEZ,zE m-i,m+i. 1 
Calculating directly, we see with the aid of (4.2) that 
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For each z E [-l/2,1/2], define I,/J~ E BV(T) by putting &.(ezait) = 
e2Kixt&t), for -l/2 < t 2 l/2. Notice that 
h 
II~TII~~~~(T) = ll~2”““‘~)~~~~ll~~(~-1/2_lizl, 
5 lie 2aiz.)Il - - \;(I 1/2,1/21)ll~ll~~;([-l/2.1/21) L K. 
Applying the weighted version of St&kin’s Theorem ([3, Theorem (4.9)]) 
to this, we see that for each x E [-l/2,1/2], $, E Mp,lu(T), and 
(4-4) Il!uyJr) 5 KP.C. 
Moreover, an obvious calculation using Fourier inversion on R shows that 
for each k E Z, (r&)“(k) = 4(x + k), and consequently we can rewrite 
(4.3) in the form 
.I J 112 R If(41PW@~ L Kp,c -1,2 IIM4” * 4;qu,p. 
Using (4.4) in the right-hand member of this inequality completes the 
proof. 0 
4.5. LEMMA. - Suppose that 1 < p < cq and UI E Ap(Z) with an Ap(Z) 
weight constant C. Let W E Ap(R), rj E S(R), and p E (0,1/2) be as in 
the statement of Lemma (4.1). Dejine (T E Apt(R) by putting cr E W-PI/P. 
Let b : Z -+ C be finitely supported7 and dejneF E S(R) by writing 
F(z) = Cj”=-, wjbj+(z - j) for all x E R. Then 
II~IILP’(17) 5 ~P,cll%P’(u~). 
Proof. - For m E Z and 2 E [m - (l/2), m + (l/2)], we have 
(4.6) a(~> I [min{~,-l,w,,~,+1}]-~“~ 
5 u1;:/1” + w;;L~“~ + w;$/l” < Kp,cw;;Ip’Jp. 
Taking account of the fact that the weight sequence 
belongs to A,/(Z) with an A,!(Z) weight constant Cp’lP, we can use (4.6) 
in place of (4.2) to give a proof paralleling that of Lemma (4.1). 0 
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4.7. THEOREM. - Suppose that 1 < p < CO, and w E A,,(Z) with un 
A,(Z) weight constant C. Let W E AP(R) correspond to tu as in Lemma 
(4.1). Suppose that @ E &I&~-(R), and the support qf q is contained in 
the open interval (-l/2,1/2). Dejine 41 E LOC-(T) by putting 
?j(e2*i”) = Q(i)> fw - f < t 5 a. 
Then $I E AIP,,U.(T), and 
h%r,,,~(~) 5 K,.C~~~‘J(Mp,~(R) 
Proof. - Choose p E (0,1/a) such that the support of * is a subset 
of [-p,p], and fix 4 E S(R) so that, with this particular value of p, the 
conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) in Lemma (4.1) are satisfied. Let k be the 
continuous function belonging to L”(R) such that k = !D”, and observe 
that the Fourier multiplier transform Y$) acting on L2 (R) satisfies 
(4.8) Tc2)h = k JF h, Ik for all h E S(R). 
Moreover T(“)$ = (Q$)” = k ’ Q 3 and so by (4 8) . 3 
(4.9) k * (b = k, pointwise on R. 
Now let a : Z t C have finite support, and define f E S(R) by writing 
f(x) E Cj”=-, ajq!~(z - j). By Lemma (4.1), 
With the aid of Fourier inversion on R $d (4.9), we see that for each 
n E Z the Fourier multiplier transform T,,, acting on i”(Z) satisfies 
(4.11) (T;.?)(r) = g $“(n - m)a,,, 
= (k * f>M 
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Let g = k * f E L2(R), and observe that (4 * g)” = $QIf^ = QIf^ = g. 
Consequently 
(4.12) 4 * g = g, pointwise on R. 
Now let b : 2 ---t C have finite support, define 4- E S(R) by writing 
4-(x) G 4(-x), d t an no ice that by (4.11) and (4.12) we have: 
(4.13) 5 (T;,2+-+)bnwn - 
71=-CC 
/ 1 5 g(n)h,w./ 
,&=--ix, 
= 171$,,b,,s:n s, 4-(x - 4dx)d~ : . 
Define F E S(R) by putting F(x) = cr=-, bnwL4-(z - n), and 
rewrite (4.13) in the form 
Since by its definition the function g satisfies g = Z$)f, we see with 
the aid of (4.10) that 
(4.15) kh’(W) 5 K,,cl(~ll~~,,(R)l(allgp(,,). 
Using 4- in place of 4, we can apply Lemma (4.5) to F to infer that 
(4.16) IIFII D’(a) 5 ~P,cll%J(uI)~ 
Employing Scholium (2.12), (4.15), and (4.16) on the right of (4.14), we get 
The desired conclusions regarding $ follow immediately from this by a 
duality argument. 0 
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The requirement in Theorem (4.7) that the support of Q be a subset of 
(-l/2, l/2) can be relaxed somewhat. Specifically, Theorem (4.7) has 
the following consequence. 
4.17. THEOREM. - Suppose that 1 < p < 00, and w E A,,(Z) with an 
A,(Z) weight constant C. Let W E A,(R) correspond to w as in Lemma 
(4.1). Suppose that 9 E Mp,rv(R), and the support of \Ir is contained in 
the closed interval [-l/2,1/2]. Dejine $ E LM (T) by putting 
(4.18) +,(e2=y = e(t), for - ; 5 t < ;. 
Then 4 E Mn,,,,(T), and 
Proof. - Let {rn }Tzl be a strictly increasing sequence of positive real 
numbers convergent to i, and for each n put 9, = Qx[-,,,,,I. Then 
SUPnEN lI~nll~p,w~R~ 5 ~~,cII~IIM~,,(R)~ For each n let YL conespond 
to !L!n in accordance with (4.18). Then an application of Theorem (4.7) 
shows that 
;zg Ibh IIM,,, (T) 5 K~>C~~~‘lh~,,(R)~ 
Since $tn + r,!~ a.e. on T, the obvious analogue for Mp,+,(T) of Proposition 
(2.15) now provides the desired conclusions. Cl 
As a technical convenience for the next section, we also include here 
the following variant of Theorem (4.17). 
4.19. ‘THEOREM. - Suppose that 1 < p < 00, and w E Ap(Z) with an 
Ap(Z) weight constant C. Let W E Ap (R) correspond to w as in Lemma 
(4.1). Sappose that \T, E Mp,w(R), and the support of \zI is contained in 
the closed interval [0, 11. De$ne q5 E Lm(T) by putting 
$(e2y = e(t), for 0 5 t < 1. 
Then q5 E Mr,+,(T), and 
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Proof. - Define \I, : R -+ C by G(x) G Q(x + (l/2)). Then 
lI%?=,,w(R) = i19bfp,w(R)- and the support of 5 is a subset of 
[-l/2,1/2]. Let 4 correspond to 5 in accordance with (4.18). Hence 
Moreover, J(z) = $I(---z), for all z E T. Consequently ]]$]]hf,,,(T) = 
]]$]]-VIP ,(T). Using this in (4.20) completes the proof. 0 
5. The counterpart for P(w) of Theorem (1.2) 
We begin by describing the class of periodic functions analogous to 
9X,(R). The dyadic points relevant to the study of periodic functions can 
be taken to be terms of the sequence {z,},~z c (0,2~), where 
X n = 2”-l1r, if n < 0; - 211 = 2r - 2+‘7r, ifn > 0. 
For n E Z, we denote by A, the arc {eit : xTz 5 t 5 xn+r}, and, 
for 1 I q < 00, 4 : T + C, we write varcl(4, A,) to stand for 
varq(4(eic.)), [xnr x,+1]). The space %X,(T) is defined as the of all 
4 : T --+ C such that 
kdbX,(T) = s”Pz~T b?%dI + SUPnERV~rq(d~nn) < 00. 
For 1 5 q < 00, m,(T) is a unital Banach algebra under pointwise 
operations on T and the norm I] . ]]mn,(T). 
The stage is now set for carrying out the transference of Theorem (1.2) 
from 9X,(R) to ?JX,(T). The end result is stated as follows. 
5.1. THEOREM. - Suppose that 2 5 p < co, and w E A,iz(Z) 
with an A,iz(Z) weight constant C. Then there is a real number s, 
depending only on p and C, such that s > 2, [(l/p) - (l/2)1 < l/s, 
and ‘i&(T) 5 Mp,w(T), for 1 5 q < s. Moreover, if 1 5 q < s, and 
II, E .%X,(T), then 
Proof. - Let W E A,/,(R) correspond to w as described at the outset 
of $4. In particular, W has an A,iz(R) weight constant e, depending 
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only on p and C. Fix s corresponding to p, W, and C in accordance 
with Theorem (1.2). Notice that s depends only on p and C. Let q satisfy 
1 < q < s, and suppose that $ E m,(T). Let Ii, 12, 13 be, respectively, 
the characteristic functions, defined on T, of the arcs 
(8 : O<_K(7r/2)}, (8 : (7r/2) <t < 3(7r/2)}, {f? : 3(7r/2) <t < 27r). 
Put ?/!Jj = $I,, j = 1, 2, 3. 
Define 91 :R+Cby 
*l(t) = 
C 
$(e2K’f), if 0 5 t 2 (l/4); 
o 
> otherwise. 
It is readily verified that qr E m,(R), and 
~~~&JJlq(R) 5 2khJl,(T,. 
It follows by Theorem (1.2) that qr E MJ).~+~ (R), and 
~tp~hp,w(R) 5 K&,.Cb%‘Jlm,(T)~ 
An application of Theorem (4.17) to Qr now shows that $1 E M&,,,(T), 
and 
Next, we define XI!2 : R --f C by writing 
f&(t) = e2rif), if (l/4) < t < (3/4); 
otherwise. 
Clearly Q2 E V,(R), and 
11~h7Jl,(R). 5 11*21h’,(R) 5 ~qb%Jll,(T)~ 
Hence by Theorem (1.2), X02 E M,.w(R), and 
11*‘21hfp,w(R) 5 Kdk’h%Jln,(T)~ 
An application of Theorem (4.19) to 92 now shows that $2 E Mp.,fl (T), 
and 
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Now define @3 : R + C by writing 
q3(t) = 
$(t~~=~~), if - (l/4) 5 t < 0; 
o 
1 otherwise. 
Then Q3 E m,(R), and 
11q31bJtn,(R) 5 2h%D?n,(T)~ 
By Theorem (1.2), 93 E MP.w(R), and 
11~311AIp,w(R) 5 KwK,~.~~~~‘lbJt,(T)~ 
An application of Theorem (4.17) to XI!3 shows that $3 E MP3,,(T), and 
(5.4) 11~311AfJ) 5 K~.,K,.&%Jtn,(T)~ 
Since 11, = $1 + $2 + $3, the desired conclusions follow from (5.2), (5.3), 
and (5.4). 0 
Reasoning entirely similar to that used in the demonstration of 
Theorem (5.1) can be applied to the weighted Marcinkiewicz Multiplier 
Theorem for R ([ 121 Theorem 2) in place of Theorem (1.2). This procedure 
yields the following weighted Marcinkiewicz Multiplier Theorem for Z. 
5.5. THEOREM. - Suppose that 1 < p < 00, and w E Ap(Z) with an 
Ap(Z) weight constant C. Then ml(T) c &r..,,,,(T), and 
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